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Trigger scheme using inner detectors
� 1.05 < |η| < 1.3 :

pT is determined from a combination of the position and the angle of the 
TGC BW track segments and the positions of the hits in the TGC  EI, RPC 
BIS78 and TileCal.

� 1.3 < |η| < 2.4 : 
pT is determined from the polar angle difference (!) between the TGC BW

track segments and the tracks reconstructed in NSW. 

ATLAS Level-0 Endcap Muon Trigger for HL-LHC
Lepton Photon 2019, 5-10 August, Toronto, Canada

Yuya Mino (Kyoto University) on behalf of the ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract
High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is an upgrade of LHC to achieve higher luminosities, thereby enabling experiments to reach better physics sensitivity.

Operation of HL-LHC is scheduled to start in 2026 with an instantaneous luminosity of 7.5 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 .
In order to cope with the luminosity at HL-LHC, the trigger and readout systems need to be upgraded. 

The design for the Level-0 endcap muon trigger of the ATLAS experiment at HL-LHC and the status of the development are presented.

Level-0 endcap muon trigger for HL-LHC

TGC track segment reconstruction

References :
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[2] The ATLAS Collaboration, Technical Design Report for the Phase-II Upgrade of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer, CERN-LHCC-2017-017. 
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Initial test of TGC segment reconstruction
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In the original scheme for the first level of the muon trigger, muon track candidates are identified by 
simple coincidence logic in on-detector boards and the transverse momentum (pT) is evaluated by look-up 
tables in off-detector trigger logic boards. 

In the new Level-0 endcap muon trigger for HL-LHC, all hit information is transferred from the on-
detector boards to off-detector boards. Track segments are reconstructed in the Thin Gap Chamber on the 
Big Wheel (TGC BW) due to the availability of the individual hits. TGC is a multi-wire proportional chamber 
which measures two-dimensional position using signals from wires and strips orthogonal to the wires. TGC 
BW consists of three stations. Station M1, M2 and M3 have three, two and two layers respectively. 

The main source of background in the muon endcap system is low-momentum charged particles 
emerging from the endcap toroid magnets (fake muons). Triggers by the fake muons are suppressed by 
combining the signals from various subdetectors, TGC in the Endcap Inner station (TGC EI), Resistive Plate 
Chambers in the barrel inner station (RPC BIS78), New Small Wheel (NSW), and Tile hadronic calorimeter 
(TileCal).

After muon track candidates are provided by TGC BW and various subdetectors, the Monitored Drift Tube 
(MDT)  is used to improve the pT resolution at the Level-0 muon trigger.

The trigger logic is provided for each sector defined by the boundaries of combinations of RPC and TGC 
chambers, implemented in Sector Logic (SL). SL communicates with electronics of various detectors. Main 
functions of SL is implemented on one FPGA. The Virtex UltraScale(+) FPGAs provided by Xilinx are assumed 
for the FPGA on SL. 

Improvement of trigger performance
Track segments are reconstructed in TGC with a pattern matching 

algorithm that compares the TGC hits with predefined hit lists for high-pT
muons. Each predefined hit pattern has angle and position associated to a 
track segment. 

Run-2 trigger requires at least two (one) hits in the inner three (two) 
layers and at least three hits in the outer four layers for wires (strips). 
In the Endcap Sector Logic for HL-LHC, a looser coincidence with at least five 
(four) hits in seven (six) layers for wires (strips) is required to improve the 
efficiency.

Test result with the evaluation kit VCU118. 
Test vectors of TGC hits is obtained from 
Monte-Carlo (MC) sample and used as the 
FPGA inputs. 
The angular resolution estimated from the 
offline analysis is reproduced in the test.

Expected memory usage for the full " range is about 100 Mbit, which is 
one-third of RAM resources on XCVU9P.

A test firmware of TGC pattern matching algorithm is implemented in an 
FPGA to estimate performance.

Trigger performance of the Level-0 endcap muon trigger (not including 
the more precise pT measurement in MDT) was evaluated.

Expected efficiency to offline muons of the new trigger algorithm was 
obtained from a single muon MC simulation sample.
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Compared to the Run-2 trigger
- higher efficiency in the plateau  
region due to the looser coincidence

- better rejection for low pT muons 
thanks to the good angular resolution

- The obtained value for 20 GeV 
threshold is about 30 kHz. If this new 
trigger logic  could be adopted in Run2 
(~1 x 1034 cm−2 s−1), trigger rate would  
be reduced to ~3 kHz (compared to 
the actual trigger rate of 6 kHz)

- Further rate reduction by ~50% in the  
next step with MDT is expected

Expected trigger rate was obtained from a Run-2 data taken with random 
trigger and overlaid to account for higher luminosity points. 

Distributions of the difference of the 
polar angle (∆θ) between the TGC track 
segment and the track segment 
reconstructed by the ATLAS full offline 
analysis. 
Track segments are reconstructed with 
an average angular resolution of 4 mrad.

1 Introduction
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Figure 1.3: Two R-Z views of the Phase-II ATLAS muon spectrometer layout showing a small sector
(top) and a large sector (bottom). The drawings show the new detectors to be added in the Phase-
II upgrade, including the addition of the high-h tagger (red text: BI RPC, sMDT, EIL4 TGC, high-h
tagger), those to be installed during LS2 (green text: Micromegas and sTGC in the New Small Wheel
and BIS78 RPC and sMDT), and those that will remain unchanged from the Run 1 layout (black text).
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8.4.1 Trigger Scheme and Performance

4 mrad (Fig. 8.12). The track segments are reconstructed with the pattern matching al-
gorithm, where the TGC hits are compared with predefined hit patterns. Each predefined
hit pattern has associated angle and position of a track segment.
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Figure 8.12: Distributions of the difference of the polar angle (Dq) between the TGC track segment
reconstructed by the pattern matching for the trigger threshold of 20 GeV and the track segment
reconstructed by the ATLAS full offline analysis. MC sample is used, where a muon is produced
with random pT in a range 1–100 GeV. No pile-up is involved. The red, blue, and green histograms
are for the TGC track segments reconstructed with seven, six, and five hits, respectively, over the
seven layers. The black histogram shows the sum of them.

In the original Endcap Sector Logic, at least two (one) hits are required in the inner three
(two) layers and at least three hits are required in the outer four layers for wires (strips)
for the TGC hits in the endcap middle station. In the Endcap Sector Logic for HL-LHC, a
looser coincidence of at least five (four) hits in seven (six) layers for wires (strips) will be
used. The product of the acceptance and the efficiency is expected to be improved to more
than 90%, a few per cent higher than the original system.

The muon track candidates are provided by the combination of the TGC track segments
in the endcap middle station and the information from other detectors. Figure 8.13 shows
the concept of the combination. The transverse momentum of a muon candidate in 1.05 <
|h| < 1.3 is determined from a combination of the position and the angle of the TGC track
segment and the positions of the hits in the TGCs in the endcap inner station, the RPCs in
the BIS78 region, and the Tile calorimeter. The transverse momentum of a muon candidate
in 1.3 < |h| < 2.4 is determined from the polar angle difference between the TGC track
segment and the track segment reconstructed in NSW.

The baseline algorithm introduced above covers the region 1.05 < |h| < 2.4. Although the
number of TGC layers in 2.4 < |h| < 2.7 is limited (three wire layers and two strip layers),
the coverage could, in principle, be extended to the region 1.05 < |h| < 2.7 by a coincidence
between NSW track segments and the hits in the existing TGC layers.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the polar angle difference Δθ between a track segment reconstructed by a 
pattern matching algorithm with Thin Gap Chamber (TGC) hits assumed to be used in the Level-0 
muon trigger at HL-LHC and a track segment reconstructed by an offline algorithm based on 
Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) hits. Precise measurement of the track segment angle is profited to 
determine muon transverse momentum and obtain sharper efficiency turn-on curves. The TGC 
pattern matching algorithm is implemented in a Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA XCVU9P on an evaluation 
kit. Test vectors of TGC hits are obtained from Monte-Carlo (MC) sample and used as the FPGA 
inputs. The FPGA outputs are compared with the offline track segments based on MDT hits. The 
offline track segment is considered to be a reference, thus the width of Δθ distribution is regarded as 
resolution of the TGC pattern matching algorithm for muon tracks used in this study. The MC sample 
includes a muon in each event, and the events are selected by requiring exactly seven TGC hits on 
the seven layers, i.e. neither missing hits nor cross talks, in a pseudorapidity range 2.13 < η < 2.16. 
Memory usage of the algorithm in this study corresponds to about one third of the total memory 
resource of XCVU9P when a full η range of the endcap is included.
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Figure 8.13: Concept of the Endcap Sector Logic. Track segment is reconstructed by the TGC hits in
the endcap middle (EM) station. It is combined with the position of the TGC hits in the endcap inner
(EI) station, the position of the Tile calorimeter hit, and the track segment reconstructed by NSW,
depending on the region. In this diagram, a detector slice in a so-called large sector is shown. In the
so-called small sectors, the RPCs in the BIS78 region replaces the TGC hits in the endcap inner (EI)
station.

Endcap Trigger Efficiency

The efficiency of the Level-0 muon trigger based on the loosened TGC coincidence for
1.05 < |h| < 2.4 has been studied with MC samples. A muon is produced in an event
randomly in h, f, and pT. A track segment is reconstructed by a minimum c2 fit to the
TGC hits which satisfy the coincidence requirement. The efficiency for pT thresholds of 5,
10, 15, and 20 GeV have been studied. Requirements are applied for the polar angle of the
segment direction depending on the pT thresholds. Figure 8.14 shows the result of the ef-
ficiency estimation. The obtained efficiency in the plateau region is a few per cent higher
than the original endcap system (see Fig. 8.2).

The efficiency has also been studied with the TGC segment reconstruction based on the
pattern matching. The study focuses on the region covered by both TGC and NSW. A re-
quirement on the polar angle difference between the TGC and NSW segments is applied
depending on the pT thresholds. Figure 8.15 shows an estimate based on the single muon
MC samples, described in the previous paragraph. The obtained efficiency in the plat-
eau region is similar to the one obtained for the minimum c2 method (see Fig. 8.14). The
distribution around the threshold is steeper than the original system, indicating a better
transverse momentum resolution.
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Motivation of Level-1 endcap muon trigger upgrade
Fake dominance in the endcap regions

Ø In " > 1.05, more than half of the muon candidates selected online were not reconstructed offline

Pseudorapidity distribution of muon candidates collected by 
single muon trigger with a threshold of !! > 20 GeV at Level-1 
(L1_MU20) in Run 2 and expected in Run 3.
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Fig. 3.17: TGC トリガーの判定方法。low-pT 及び high-pT でのコインシデンス処理を表
している [17]。

3.2.5 Coincidence Window(CW)

レベル 1 ミューオントリガーでは閾値を複数設定してミューオンの pT を pt1 ～ pt6 の 6

段階に分ける。Coincidence Window (CW) とは SL に届いた (!R, !!) の組に対してそ
れが 6 段階のどの pt に相当するかをマップしたものである。CW は SL に Look Up Table

として実装されており、SL は !R, !! 情報をアドレスに変換して対応する pT の値を読み
出す。Fig. 3.18 は CW の一例であり、(!R, !!) と pT との対応を図示したものである。

Fig. 3.18: High-pT CW の一例。pt2(水色) は pT > 6 GeV、pt4(緑) は pT > 11 GeV、
pt5(オレンジ) は pT > 15 GeV、pt6(赤) は pT > 20 GeV を意味する。(pt3 (pT > 10

GeV) は使用していない)
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‣ Run-3に向けて作成されたCWをもとに、各CWのpT値を決めた。

TGCにおける15段階pT値の決定 7

日本物理学会 2020秋季大会
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•低運動量ミューオンのより詳細なpT判定が可能• CWにpT判定以外の条件も含む。 
　→4段階しか判定できない。
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LUT (TGC-BW Coin.)Setup of trigger logic validation test 
‣ Various test data from TGC-BW front-end 
circuit to New SL  

‣ Look-up table for actual operation 
✓Defined by hit maps generated by simulation 
✓Using difference of hit position (ΔR : Δφ) 
between three stations for TGC-BW Coincidence 

Stable data transfer between TGC-BW and  
New SL confirmed 
TGC-BW Coincidence outputs (    and position of muons) validated 
Expected latency for trigger firmware processing confirmed 
‣ Requirements for Level-1 latency in Run 3 satisfied 
Next step 
‣ Validation of Inner Coincidence mainly between TGC-BW and NSW

Trigger System 
‣ New Sector Logic (New SL) boards  
✓FPGA with larger resource for main trigger algorithm 

        → more sophisticated algorithm and higher performance realized 
✓Receivers of data from five types of detectors 
including new inner detectors (6.4 Gbps/links) 

‣ Development of trigger firmware implemented in FPGA 
✓Divided into three parts  
- TGC-BW Coincidence, Inner Coincidence and Track Selector 
✓Designed to satisfy “fixed latency” scheme 
- Processing time from data input to trigger output be fixed 

Readout system 
‣ Software-based Readout Driver (SROD) developed 
to read out trigger data from New SL, which include  
both inputs and outputs of the trigger logic in New SL 
✓Receiving trigger data via TCP/IP from 12 New SLs 
✓Building events using data 
✓6 SROD servers installed to ATLAS electronics cavern (Feb 2020)

Detector/Hardware configuration 
‣ Custom hardware trigger based on Big Wheel of Thin Gap Chamber (TGC-BW) 
‣ Development of new muon detectors and new trigger/readout system hardware 
Identification of muon track candidates with high transverse momentum (   ) 
1. Coincidence with three stations of TGC-BW to estimate  
✓     measured in 15 thresholds (previously 6 in Run 2) using predefined look-up tables 
2. Coincidence between TGC-BW and inner detectors to reduce contaminations  
from lower    muons below trigger threshold and “fake muons” from out of interaction point 

✦ Inner detectors : 
- New Small Wheel (NSW) : New detectors with wider coverage for coincidence (|η| < 1.9 (Run 2) → 2.4 (Run 3)) 
- Resistive Plate Chamber in Barrel Inner Station (RPC BIS78) :  
     Newly installed in transition region between barrel and endcap trigger 
- TGC in Endcap Inner station (TGC-EI) : existing detectors since Run 2 
- Tile hadronic calorimeters (TileCal) : existing detectors since Run 2 

Expected performance for triggers with     > 20 GeV threshold (“MU20”) [1] 
‣ 90% reduction of “fake-muon”-oriented events in the endcap region (from Run 2) 
‣ Effective suppression of triggers by lower     muons below trigger threshold 
→ ~ 45% rate reduction expected for MU20 (endcap + barrel) 
    with comparable efficiency in Run 2

Upgrade of the ATLAS Level-1 Endcap Muon Trigger System for LHC Run 3
TIPP 2021, 24 - 29 May, Online 

Yoshiaki Tsujikawa - Kyoto University  
On behalf of the ATLAS Collaboration

ATLAS Level-1 Endcap Muon Trigger for Run 3

Upgrades in Run 3

New SL board
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の送信ポートを用いることとした。要求 6!の SROD への情報送信には、TCP/IP を用いた通信を採用し、PHY

チップを搭載した。最後に、要求 7!を満たすために、VME 9U 規格でボードをデザインした。

GTX用 
Optical 
I/O

CPLD

BPI

G-Link 用 
Optical 
Input

FPGA
VME I/O

RJ45  
コネクタ 

16-pin  
コネクタ 

LEMO 
コネクタ

PHY Chip

G-Link Receiver 
Chip

図 3.5 (左) NewSL ver.2 の写真。(右) 主なチップと配線の概略図。緑色のブロックで I/O ポート
を、青色のブロックで主なチップを示している。

3.3.2 主な ICチップ

FPGA トリガー判定及び読み出しを行うためのチップとして、Xilinx 社のKintex-7 Series FPGA、XC7K325T

を採用した。XC7K325Tは高速トランシーバーGTXを搭載しており、1本の信号線で 10 Gbps以上の速度での通
信が可能である。表 3.2 に、同じランクの FPGA 性能をまとめた。ロジックセルとは小規模な演算処理（和・積、
数 bitのビット演算等）に用いられるブロックの単位で、一般的な論理回路の規模に対応する。BRAM は Block

RAM の略で、FPGA上に搭載された大容量のメモリであり、大量のデータの保存もしくは大規模な LUT の実
装に用いられる。GTXは、Xilinx社 Kintex-7 Series FPGA に搭載された高速トランシーバの名称である。ユー
ザー I/O pin は、ユーザーが自由に配線できる FPGAと外部チップとの接続用 I/O である。
NewSL FPGAに要求される I/O pin の数は非常に多く、G-Link にはコントロール信号を含め 21 pin " 14 レー
ン分、VMEバスのアドレスおよびデータで 40 pin、PHY チップとの通信線で約 35 pin、その他約 30 pinを合わ
せて、400 pin 以上必要である。そのため、500 pinの I/Oを持つパッケージを選択した。500 pin の I/O を持つ
Kintex-7 Series のパッケージはXC7K325T とXC7K410T の 2種類ある。GTX トランシーバの数は共通の 16個
で、主な違いはロジックセルおよび BRAM の個数である。GTX の個数については、後述するが 16 レーンあれ
ば十分である。リソースについては、BRAM の個数が重要である。これは、現行の!R - !! コインシデンスの
ような大規模な LUT を FPGA 上で実装する際には大容量メモリである BRAM を用いる必要があるからである。
また、NewSL の FPGA は読み出し回路も兼ねるため、データを保存するバッファーも持つ必要がある。このよ
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The new software-based trigger readout system
Overview
Ø New SLs send trigger data via TCP/IP 

when trigger signals are received
Ø Software-based Readout Driver (SROD) 

builds events using fragments sent from 
12 New SLs
• Adopts a multi-process architecture
• Uses shared memories for ring 

buffers and run state control
Ø Six SRODs send event data to ROS via 

S-LINK protocol

System integration
Ø Six SROD servers were installed in the 

ATLAS counting room in June 2020
Ø Software integration to the ATLAS TDAQ 

system was completed afterwards

Commissioning of the trigger system

Performance of the readout system
Setup of performance evaluation tests 
‣ Fixed data sent from 12 New SLs to 1 SROD 
‣ Processing speed measured for SROD EventBuilder application 
which determines whole trigger readout performance. 
Sufficient performance achieved for stable operation  
at Run 3 in terms of event data size and trigger rate 
Handshake with Central Trigger Processor established 
‣ e.g. busy signal assertion to stop Level-1 trigger

Varied data size with average  
trigger rate fixed to 100 kHz [2]

Varied average trigger rate with  
data size fixed to 1760 bits/event [2]

References : [1] L1 muon trigger public results (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/L1MuonTriggerPublicResults)  
                    [2] L1 muon hardware public results (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/L1MuonHardwarePublicResults)  
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Figure 1. The processing speed of SROD EventBuilder application for various data size at the nominal L1A 
rate of 100 kHz. One SROD receives TTC data from one TTC Fanout Board and trigger data from 12 New 
Sector Logic (SL) boards. EventBuilder application builds event data using these data fragments and sends 
them to ROS. For this plot, fixed data were sent from 12 New SLs. The processing speed corresponds to the 
actual L1A rate considering the deadtime due to busy assertion by the trigger readout system. Average of 10 
million events has been taken for each point. It has been observed that EventBuilder can process readout 
data of size up to 5000 bits without any deadtime. This corresponds to about three times the average data 
size expected in Run 3 (1750 bits/event), which is shown by the red dashed line.
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Figure 2. The processing speed of SROD EventBuilder application for various L1A rate for fixed readout data 
of 1760 bits per event, which is approximately equal to the average data size expected in Run 3. Using fixed 
data sent from 12 New Sector Logic (SL) boards, event data were built by EventBuilder and then sent to ROS. 
The processing speed corresponds to the actual L1A rate considering the deadtime due to busy assertion by 
the trigger readout system. Average of 10,000 events has been taken for each point, and the red dashed line 
corresponding to “processing speed = L1A rate” has been drawn for reference. It has been shown that 
EventBuilder can stably process readout data of expected size at nominal L1A rates in the range of 100 Hz to 
170 kHz without any deadtime.
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トリガーファームウェア

1

ミューオントリガーの判定ロジック 
‣ Run-3 での新たなトリガー判定アルゴリズムの実装を行った。 

• TGC-BW Coincidence : TGC BW からのミューオンの位置情報と飛跡の曲がり具合から 
　　　　　　　　　　　　ミューオンの pT を判定する。 

• BW-Inner Coincidence : 磁場領域より内側にある検出器のミューオンのヒット情報を要求し、 
　　　　　　　　　　　　ミューオンの pT をより精密に判定する。 

‣ 各ロジックの処理を一定の時間で行い、全ての処理が要求された時間内に収まるよう実装した。
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